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For works with similar titles, see Night Circus. The Night Circus Front cover of the first editionAuthorErin MorgensternCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreFantasyPublisherDoubledayPublication date2011Media typePrint (hardcover)Pages387 pp (first edition)ISBN978-0-385-53463-5 The Night Circus is a 2011 fantasy novel la Originally written for the
annual writing contest National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) over span three races. [1] The novel is a nonlinear narrative written in several ways. Plot The Night Circus is an imaginative tale set near a historic Victorian London with a wandering magic circus which is open only at sunset at sunrise. Le Cirque des Rêves (The Circus of Dreams) features
such wonders and ethereal mysteries as a flowering garden made of all ice, acrobats without soaring nets, and a vertical cloud labyrinth where deniers who get lost simply step down and float gently to the floor. The circus does not have a specific timetable, appears without warning and leaves without notice; on an ordinary coal train. The circus is surrounded
by a network of devoted fans who style rêveurs (dreamers); Identify each other by adding a splash of red garb that would otherwise match the distinctive black and white of the circus's scars. The magical nature of the circus is locked away under the guise of legerdemain: the illusionist really turns his coat into a raven, and the fortune teller really reads the
uncertain future, and both applaud for their ingenuity. The circus, however, serves a darker purpose beyond entertainment and profit. Two mighty magicians, Prospero the Wizard and the enigmatic Mr. A.H., groom the young protég, Celia Bowen and Marco Alisdair, to proxy the rivalry of the exhibition as the stage. Prospero teaches his daughter to hone her
innate talents by keeping her growing and more complex magical functioning in her mind. Celia takes her position in the game forum as an illusionist who has real transformations, adding to her bars and maintaining amazing aspects from the inside. Mr. A.H. is training his orphan ward with books, signs, sympathetic magic and illusoric worlds that exist only in
the mind of the be contemplator. Marco works as an assistant to the circus producer – he works from the outside and joins the circus through a magical connection to the central bonfire, but he's not part of it. The two beguile of circus goers and each other's night wonders, soon falling in love despite being magically tied to the deadly race rules they don't
understand. As the race continues, both riders become tense and there is no sign of a conclusion, and there is no determination as to how the winner will be determined. Others in the circus begin to notice strange events associated with the blueprints disappear from the designers' offices, and the performers seem to be tied to the circus and can never fail,
leave permanently, get accidents or even age. Poppet and Widget, twins born performers on opening night, developed magical powers. The circus producer erased his memories, and one of the initial investors dies in questionable circumstances when they discover the underlying truth of the circus. When the tension between Prospero and A.H. and the
jealousy of Marco's ex-girlfriend was dismissed by Celia as a result of an innocent rêveur being accidentally stabbed in a circus tent, Celia begins to look for a way to end the game as quickly as possible while the circus and concerned with it. Celia learns from Prospero that the game must continue until one of the participants can move on, which usually
means their death. He also learns the circus contortionist, Tsukiko, is not only a magician himself, but the winner of a previous contest in which his opponent committed suicide. After Celia and Marco's negotiations with their mentors failed, Tsukiko believes the competition threatens the circus and its members. Planning to magically kill Marco to end the race,
he thought it was less important than Celia because she wasn't part of the circus. At the last minute Celia is in a hurry to save him, which has resulted in the two being separated from reality and getting disemboded spirits tied to the circus. With the magical keystones removed, the central bonfire goes out and the circus environment begins to break down.
Celia and Marco preserve the circus by magically re-tying Abaska, Widget, and their new friend, an avid circus master, Bailey Clarke, back in the circus, re-ignite the fire and bring back the spirit of the circus. Celia and Marco only exist as ghosts, they can't compete, but they're content to haunt the circus forever, so the race is considered complete because of
the impasse and there's no winner. Poppet and Widget negotiate the release of the remaining circus properties of the former producer and Mr. A.H., and the book ends with the revelation that Poppet, Widget, Bailey and the circus still exist in the modern era, preserved for a century and more. Reception The Night Circus was liken to Harry Potter and Dusk,
along with Neil Gaiman, Something Wicked This Way Comes, and Jonathan Strange &amp; Mr Norrell. [2] [4] Ron Charles compared Morgenstern's paintings to steven millhauser's, albeit with more playful and dramatic surrealism, in his writings for The Washington Post. [6] Olivia Laing's writings for The Observer compare the book to an extremely
interesting interest cabinet with a complicated but unbound setting and colorful but colorful clockwork characters. [7] Laura Miller wrote for Salon also praises the aesthetic fantasy with all the decorations, but not the Itself. [8] Sarah Stegall's writing for SFScope praises the vivid images and predicts that they should be nominated for a literary award. [9]
Richard Peabody writes for The Washington Independent Review of Books that the narrative is not linear, with frequent changes of views, tangential stickers and short, almost cinematic chapters. [2] Stacey D'Erasmo wrote for The New York Times Book Review criticizing the lack of specificity of the images, describing the experience as constantly saying that
the circus and its inhabitants were magical without ever being truly surprised, taken, or deceived. [10] The Night Circus was nominated for the 2011 Guardian First Book Award. [11] In 2012, he won an Alex Award from the American Library Association. [12] The novel spent seven weeks on The New York Times bestseller list and came in second place on the
hardced fiction list. [13] The audiobook version of The Night Circus is read by Jim Dale. [14] British publisher Harvill Secker signed a contract with Failbetter Games, the creators of Fallen London, to create a puzzle game to accompany the book. [15] On September 1, 2011, two weeks before the book was published, the site was sharpened. [17] The game
has since been moved to Storynexus,[18] and modified to remove aggressive social promotion, which was included in the original. The Night Circus's film and TV rights were chosen by Summit Entertainment, and the film was produced by David Heyman and Jeff Clifford as part of Heyday Films. Moira Buffini was hired to write the script in February 2012. [19]
[20] In February 2019, it was announced that Geremy Jasper would direct the lionsgate film adaptation. [22] References ^ Emma Oulton (November 1, 2016). 8 best-selling books under NaNoWriMo that show how it can be done. bustle.com. (Accessed November 2, 2016) ^ B Peabody, Richard. Review of the Night Circus. The Washington Independent
Review of Books. Accessed January 4, 2012. ^ Rhule, Patty (September 10, 2011). Erin Morgenstern creates a magical Night Circus. USA Today. Accessed January 4, 2012. ^ Richman, Simmy (October 2, 2011). The Night Circus by Erin Morgenstern: a nice first stab at the world's biggest show. London: The Independent. Accessed January 4, 2012. ^
Martini, Adrienne (September 30, 2011). Adrienne Martini reviews Erin Morgenstern. Locus. Accessed January 4, 2012. ^ Charles, Ron (September 13, 2011). Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus was reviewed by Ron Charles. The Washington Post. of 4 January 2012 ^ Laing, Olivia (September 10, 2011). The Night Circus by Erin Morgenstern - review: The
book itself looks beautiful but squeaky plotting and lifeless characters leave The Night Circus less than magical. London: Monitoring. Accessed January 4, 2012. ^ Miller, Laura (September 4, 2011). The Night Circus: Magician vs Magician. Salon. Salon. January 4, 2012 ^ Stegall, Sarah (September 22, 2011). Circus of Dreams - Erin Morgenstern's Night
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